Introduction
Generally, NAND cell scaling degrades the cell reliability (1, 2) and reduces the program operation margin (3). These degradations are likely limit the scaling of NAND Flash memory. It has been known that oxide degradation by program/erase cycling comes from high electric field in the gate oxide (more than 10MV/cm), which damage the oxide interface and also generate the hole injection into oxide. Thus, after repeating program/erase cycling, programmed and erased Vt shift occurs and subthreshold swing increases. In this paper, the detail analysis is done by concerning the interface trap density after program/erase cycling. The subthreshold swing degradation well corresponds to the increase of the interface trap density. Next, the programmed Vt distribution widening is discussed related to the floating gate (FG) phosphorus doping. It is shown that lower FG doping brings deep depletion area and wider band bending in FG during programming. As the programming time is prolonged, band bending value reduces due to the hole generation in the FG. Combined with FN-tunneling current statistics, time dependence of FG band bending causes the wide Vt distribution. The cell Vt distribution widening becomes more serious as cell size scaling.
Analysis of interface density of states depends on W/E endurance cycles
We analyze the degradation of floating-gate type NAND cells by examining the generation of the interface with the aid of charge pumping method. 8KB NAND string cell array with 70, 50 and 40nm ground rule are used to investigate the effect of program/erase cycling stress. As the size of devices shrinks, the shift of the erased threshold voltage and relevant sub-threshold swing (SS) become more severe. Through the charge pumping measurement, we study the trend of the cycling dependence of the interface and their energy distributions in depth.
In this work, NAND Flash memory array is applied the write and erase cycling, and followed by a charge pumping measurement to investigate the behavior of the interface state. During charge pumping measurement, only one word line connected to source side cells is applied charge-pumping AC pulse and other word lines are programmed and cut off, as shown in Fig. 1 . The charge pumping current of the source side cells are measured at the fixed erase states. Also, by extracting the charge pumping current with variety of rise-time and fall-time of the control gate pulse (4, 5), the energy level distribution of the interface state into depth are analyzed.
Result and discussion of interface density of states Figure 2 demonstrates the stability of threshold voltage and their cycled dependence with various device sizes, which are 70nm, 50nm, and 40nm channel-length NAND Flash memory arrays. From the figure, there is slight difference between devices of channel length with 70nm and 50nm long. However, the cell with 40nm channel length possesses the huge erased threshold shift after 100k cycling times. The larger Vt shift may be caused by the generation of interface state and bulk trap within the tunnel oxide. Fig. 3 shows the subthreshold swing (S.S) as a function of W/E cycles. All of S.S of 70, 50, 40nm rule devices increase after W/E cycling. However, degradation rate is getting more serious as cell size scaling from 70 to 50nm, 50nm to 40nm, gradually. Especially, S.S of 40nm case shows serious increase same as that of erased Vt shift by W/E cycling.
In order to study the relation between the degradation S.S and interface state, interstate density is measured depend on W/E cycles between 70 and 50nm devices. Fig. 4 shows the density of the interface state which contribute to the charge pumping current. We can see three important characteristics. One is, the interface state increases monotonically as W/E cycling. Second is, the ratio of interface state increase by W/E cycling is larger in the case of 50nm device as compared with that of 70nm devices. The third is, the increases of S.S by W/E cycling have strong correlations with the increases of interface states in both devices of 70nm and 50nm. Fig.5 and 6 show the energy distribution of the interface state relevant to W/E cycles by altering the value of rising and falling time of charge pumping pulse. The energy distribution can be extracted as;
, where A G is the effective gate area and t f is the fall time. The magnitude of the interface state above the intrinsic level increases after numbers of cycling, which is more apparent than the case below intrinsic level. That implies the electron traps in the interface states between intrinsic level and conduction band should be responsible for the degradation of sub-threshold swing. The phenomena are more obvious in 50nm devices as compared with the case of 70nm device. These results are consistent with the measured data of subthreshold swing. The reason of larger interface increase by W/E cycling at the smaller cell size is not clear. However, it is supposed to be related to the active channel area edge effect. When the channel width becomes smaller, relatively channel edge portion increases. 
Analysis of Vt distribution depends on FG impurity doping in NAND Flash
In NAND Flash memory, FNtunneling mechanism has been used for programming and erasing operation (6) . In order to secure the tight threshold voltage (Vt) distribution for programming, step up program scheme is commonly used to serve a constant FNcurrent per each step, shown in Fig.7 (7) . Due to the low probability of electron tunneling, the FNtunneling probability is considered to follow sub-Poisson statistics (3).
The effect of electron tunneling current fluctuation is becoming serious as cell size scaling due to the reduction of the capacitance between the control gate (CG) to the floating gate (FG).
The effect of the activated FG impurity concentration on the programmed Vt distribution is newly investigated and analyzed (8) . The lower FG impurity concentration leads to a wider Vt distribution, which is explained by the time dependent tunnel oxide electric field enhancement effect induced by the reduction of depletion region in FG as the programming time is lengthened. Initially, FG is deeply depleted at the interface of the tunnel oxide, shown in Fig.8-1 . However, as the programming time is prolonged, electrons by FN tunneling in FG generate electronhole pairs and generated holes are gathered at the interface of the tunnel oxide, which reduces the depletion region and enhance the oxide electric filed, shown in Fig.8-2 . The enhancement effect of the electric field for the tunnel oxide is coupled to the FNtunneling statistics and enlarges the distribution of programmed Vt. This effect is more clearly observed at the lower FG impurity concentration, which gives the limitation of the minimum impurity concentration in FG. MonteCarlo simulation considering both the tunnel oxide electric field enhancement effect and FNtunneling statistics were carried out and showed good agreement with the experiments, shown in Fig.9 . Fig. 10 shows this Vt distribution widening effect becomes more serious as cell size scaling, due to the reduction of the capacitance between FG to CG. These results suggest that FG doping need to be optimized carefully, as cell size scaling.
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Conclusion
As cell size scaling, cell reliability degraded and also program operation margin decreases. Concerning to the reliability issues, the interface trap states increases by program/erase cycling. The increase of the interface trap states is enhanced more seriously, as cell size scaling. It is supposed that this phenomenon will be closely related to the degradation of the oxide quality at the edge of the active area. Regarding to the programmed cell Vt distribution, band width becomes widen as FG doping is lower. This distribution widening is also enhanced as cell size scaling.
